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Abstract 

Transport aircraft, designed for long-range military 
missions with heavy payloads, lead to wings with high aspect 
ratios and very large spans. A wing geometrytcruise speed 
optimization study was made of  a large cantilever wing mili- 
tary transport airplane. Preliminary design and performance 
evaluations were also made of  a strut-braced wing airplane. 
Initial results obtained with statistical weighti indicated small 
performance advantages for the cantilever wing design. Sub- 
sequent results obtained with weights derived from detailed 
analytical structural analyses reversed the initial conclusions. 
These results indicated that unusual alternative configuration 
concepts cannot be discarded, based on small differences 
predicted during conceptual design studies. 

L_ 1 .O Introduction 

Increases in fuel prices and in aircraft ranges tend to favor 
larger wing aspect ratios, t o  the point where structural weight 
penalties offset the induced drag reductions. Projected advances 
in structural and materials, technology have also encouraged 
increased wing aspect ratios during design studies of  future 
transport aircraft. Thus, increasing fuel prices and projected 
military missions requiring long range, coupled with large, 
heavy military payloads, have lead to  conceptual aircraft 
designs with high aspect ratio wings and very large spans. 

Recently completed AFFDLIBoeing conceptual design 
studies?. 2. 3. 4 of long-range (10.000 nmi') heavy payload 
(350,000 Ib) strategic airlift aircraft have identified aspect 
ratios of  12for conventional turbulent flow,and 14 for laminar 
flow control wings. The wing analyses were based on statistical 
wing weight methods that are often used during conceptual 
design studies. The wing designs had spans of  about 400 ft. 
The large spans caused concerns about wing deflections, and 
about the substantial extrapolation of  the data base as required 
for the wing weight analyses. 

The present study3 was initiated to  quantify these con- 
cerns, since large structural deflections could ultimately l imit 
wing span lengths, and thereby impose a strong indirect 
relationship between optimum wing planform characteristics 
and the design mission requirements of  future military trans- 
ports. Perhaps even more stringent limits on wing span may 
be set by available runway and taxiway width at  land base 
airports. 
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The study was initiated by a wing geometrytcruise speed 
optimization of  a large military transport airplane with a canti- 
lever wing. A comparable aircraft design, having a strut-braced 
wing, was then developed. The strut-braced concept was evalu- 
ated by comparison with a reference cantilever wing aircraft 
design selected from the wing geometrylcruise speed optimiza- 
tion study. Both configurations were designed to  identical 
mission requirements, using the same technology levels. 

The majority of the performance and weight comparisons, 
and all o f  the economic comparisons, were based on wing 
weights derived from statistical weight methods. The cantilever 
wing and strut-braced wing designs were then reevaluated, 
using analytical wing structural weight analyses. Results 
obtained with the more detailed analytical weight estimates 
altered some of the initial conclusions obtained using the 
statistical wing weights. 

The development of  the cantilever wing configuration, 
including results of the wing geometrylcruise speed optimiza- 
t ion study, are discussed in Section 2.0. The strut-braced wing 
configuration is  described in Section 3.0. Section 4.0 contains 
descriptions of the detailed structural analyses of  the very 
large-span wings. Weight and performance comparisions of 
the strut-braced and cantilever wings are presented in Section 
5.0. Section 6.0 contains the study conclusions. 

2.0 Cantilever Wing Configuration 

Design mission objectives for the stlldy configurations 
included a 10,000-nmi range, a 350,000-lb payload. and a 
military takeoff field length limit o f  9,000 f t .  

The design range of 10,000 nmi represents an environ- 
ment where fuel i s  not  available en route to, or on arrival at, a 
Mideast deployment point. The payload and cargobox size 
were determined by the desire to transport approximate 
weight multiples of main battle tanks, and military outsize 
cargo requirements. The military takeoff field length was s e t  
a t  9,000 ft. to permit use of a majority of available terminals 
with conventional runways. Additional requirements were: 
ability to carry cargo pallets or containers, drive-through 
capability, and a pressurized cargo compartment. 
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The reference cantilever wing configuration shown in 
Figure 1 was developed from configurations of previous 
studies2, 4 that met these design mission objectives. The 
technology level assumed a start of prototype production in 
1985, first flight a b u t  1989, and an initial operational c a w  
bi l i ty after 1990. Selection of the three-bay fuselage was 
dictated by the design payload requirements of either three 
main battle tanks (high-density loading). or 75 military pallets 
(low-density loading). The high wing and kneeling landing 
gear permit a cargo floor loading height of 84 in. The wing 
planform was selected for efficient long~range cruise perf or^ 
mance. incorporating the benefits o f  active controls and 
advanced composites structural materials. The canted "n" 
tail empennage arrangement i s  a structurally efficient design 
that provides drive-through and air~drop capability. while the 
use of active controls, together with the double-hinged rudder, 
results in minimum tail areas. The propulsion system consists 
of four 1985-technology high bypass ratio engines located on 
the wing, primarily because of airplane balance requirements. 
Spanwise locations were s e t  by flutter considerations, and 
provide wing bending relief. 

The preliminary design selection chart for this airplane, 
Figure 2, parametrically shows the effect of thrustlweight 
rat io  (TAN) and wing loading ( W E )  on airplane gross weight 
and block fuel requirements for an otherwise fixed configura- 
tion. Performance factors and constraints, such as takeoff 
field length (TOFLI, initial cruise altitude capability (ICAC). 
and the ratio o f  the initial cruise l i f t  coefficient capability to 
the l i f t  coefficient for maximum liftidrag ratio ( C L ~ )  also 
are identified. The minimum gross weight airplane required 

a high wing loading of approximately 140 lb l f t2  and could 
not meet the TOFL requirement. The minimum fuel burned 
airplane required a lower wing loading (1 10 Ibif tz),  and also 
did not meet the TOFL requirement of 9,000 ft .  The design 
was selected by considering the trade between fuel burned, 
and gross weight along the TOFL = 9,000 f t  constraint line.3 
The selected design, which had a wing loading of 108 Iblft2, 
achieved nearly the minimum fuel and minimum gross weight 
possible for this configuration. 

The preceding design provided a baseline configuration 
to begin the wing geometrylcruise speed optimization study. 
The technique used5 consisted of  the five sequential steps in 
Figure 3. Values of  the primary wing variables; i.e., thickness 
ratio (t lc),  aspect ratio (AR), and quarter chord sweep AcI4 
are defined in step I. Since four values were specified for each 
of the three variables, there are 64 possible combinations. In 
step 1 1 ,  the method of orthogonal Latin squares was used to 
define the minimum number of wing designs (16) that accu- 
rately represented the entire matrix o f  study configurations. 
In step 1 1 1 ,  each of  the 16 selected designs was evaluated by 
the enginelairframe matching technique used to obtain 
Figure 2. 

L 

The 16 selected designs were a l l  close to the TOFL- 
constrained minimum fuel configuration, and also to the 
constrained minimum gross weight configurations.3 The 
corresponding wing loadings varied from 85 to  110 Ib/ft2. 
Values for the principal design figures of merit: i.e.. fuel 
burned, takeoff gross weight, and productivity, were calcu~ 
lated. This process also provided values of the secondary 
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variables; i.e., wing loading, thrust-to-weight ratio, Mach 
number (M), and cruise altitude, that satisfy the design con- 
straints. 

A forward step regression analysis method was used in 
step I V  to construct approximating functions t o  represent 
the relationship between the dependent and the independent 
variables. The dependent variables included the secondary 
variables and the principal design figures of merit. 

Step V used a powerful nonlinear optimizer on the 
constructed approximating functions to  conduct constrained 
or unconstrained optimization studies, sensitivity studies, 
and trade studies. 

Results of the wing geometrytcruise speed optimization 
study illustrate the impact of wing planform geometry on the 
cruise Mach number (Figure 4 ) .  block fuel (Figure 5). TOGW 
(Figure 61, and productivity (Figure 7). The surface f i t  equa- 
tions from the regression analysis are a good representation of  
the preliminary baseline configuration and the additional 
1 5  configurations. The wing geometry (primary variables) 
and cruise Mach number for the resulting minimum fuel, 
minimum TOGW. and maximum productivity airplanes are 
shown in Table 1 .  Sensitivities of the airplanes to changes 
in the wing planform are also shown. Sensitivity is defined to  
be the change in the primary figure of merit; Le., fuel burned, 
that occurs over the entire range of values for the particular 
design variable. 

The optimum planform for the minimum fuel airplane 
has the highest aspect ratio and the lowest sweep and thick- 

0.85 

0.08 t l c  

0.80 

M 

0.75 

0.70 

nesstchord ratio. This combination results in a cruise Mach 
number of 0.76. The sensitivity data show that a high aspect 
ratio and low thicknesstchord ratio are the most important 
items for minimum fuel (largest sensitivity coefficients in 
Table I ) ,  and sweep is  of lesser importance. 

~ 

The minimum fuel consumption configuration is also the 
minimum gross weight configuration for these payload and 
mission requirements. However, a comparison of Figure 6 with 
Figure 5 shows that, for the minimum TOGW airplane, the 
optimum wing aspect ratio decreases as either wing thickness 
or sweep increases, whereas i t  does not for the minimum fuel 
airplane. The sensitivity data in Table 1 show that gross weight 
varies by approximately 10% for changes in either aspect ratio, 
thicknesstchord ratio, or wing sweep over the range of  values 
considered. Figure 6 shows that the wing aspect ratio could be 
reduced from 14 t o  12, with a minor penalty in gross weight a t  
the lower, optimum thicknesstchord ratios. 

The maximum productivity configuration has a low thick- 
nesslchord ratio and an aspect ratio o f  12.7. The large sensi- 
tivity coefficient in Table 1 shows that low thicknesstchord 
ratio is most important in achieving high productivity. Wing 
sweep did not significantly affect productivity, because the 
gross weight variations with sweep were proportional t o  the 
Mach number changes. 

Results of the wing geometrytcruise speed optimization 
showed that a wing planform with aspect ratio o f  14, thickness 
ratio variation of 0.14t0.08 (inboardloutboard), and sweep - 
of 10 deg minimizes gross weight and fuel consumption. This 
condition was nearly the maximum productivity configuration. 
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RANGE 

I 
t/c = 0.08 + 0.14 

A,/4 = 10' + 300 

Fuel: Minimum fuel A/P 
M = 0.76 

0.08 

100 

Minimum TOGW A/P 
M = 0.76 

9.6 

-5.2 

-15.7 - M PL. 
TOGW: 

Not significant 

Maximum ~ M P L  A/P 
TOGW 

Ac/4 = 10' -* 30' 100 

A R = 8 + 1 4  12.7 

tfc = 0.08 + 0.14 0.08 

Ac/4 = 100 + 300 Not  Significant 

Table 1 Optimum Configuration and Design Sensitivities 

I 21.4 I A R = 8 - * 1 4  I 14 I 

I 10.4 I A R = 8 + 1 4  I 14 I 
TOGW: I 9.8 I t / c =  0.08+0.14 1 0.08 I 
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The wing sweep, however, could be increased t o  20 deg and was selected. This wing has the following characteristics: 
the aspect ratio could be reduced to  12 without significantly aspect ratio 12, quarter chord sweep 20 deg, thicknesslchord 
affecting fuel consumption, gross weight, or productivity. ratio 0.14 inboard/0.08 outboard, and cruise Mach number 
These changes result in an increase in cruise speed from Mach 0.78. 
0.76 t o  Mach 0.78. Additionally, the wingspan would also 
be reduced and this i s  structurally desirable to  reduce wing t ip  
deflections. Consequently, a near-optimum cantilever wing i s  described in Section 3.0. 

v 
The development of the strut-braced wing configuration 
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3.0 Strut-Braced Wing Configuration 

Strut-braced wings offer the possibility o f  structurally 
efficient large-span wings, This possibility is  particularly true 
when advanced composites structural materials are used. The 
possibility o f  a more efficient large-span wing provided the 
motivation t o  reassess the merits o f  strut-braced wings. 

There has been considerable research on various strut 
arrangements, including multiple jury struts, by W. Pfenninger6 
in connection with both laminar flow control and turbulent 
airplane design. Wind tunnel tests  in 1957 showed that the 
isolated wing lower surface pressure distribution could be 
maintained in the presence of  a strut, i f  the wing under-surface 
were cut out by less than half the strut thickness. Recent 
Boeing wind tunnel results3 indicate that unfavorable aero- 
dynamic interference between wing and strut can also be 
minimized by proper tailoring of the wing and/or strut, parti- 
cularly near the wingistrut intersection. Large decreases in 
strut drag, and increased drag divergence Mach number, were 
evident when a wing with a tailored, cambered strut was 
compared to  a wing with a symmetrical strut. Additional 
detailed aerodynamic design and t e s t  verifications are neces- 
sary to  identify minimum strut effects on profile and com- 
pressibility drag. However, an interference factor of 10% was 
applied to  the strut-isolated profile drag, and a critical Mach 
decrement o f  0.01 was used to  account for strut interference 
effects in the study reported herein. 

The strut-braced airplane was derived from the cantilever 
airplane by modifying the wing planform to  accommodate 
the strut, and resizing the aircraft t o  achieve identical mission 
performance. Recent Boeing strut-braced wing studies, such as 
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Figure 8 Strut-Braced Wing Design Considerations 
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shown in Figure 8. were used to  define the strut-braced wing 
configuration, and to reduce the large number of design 
variables that must be examined to  optimize a strut-braced 
wing. Design guidelines used t o  develop the strut-braced wing 
configuration included: strutiwing attachment angle 12 deg, 
strut thicknessichord ratio 10%. wing planforms outboard of 
the strut attachment geometrically similar t o  the reference 
cantilever wing, constant wing chord inboard of  strut attach- 
ment, and strut and wing quarter-chord sweep equal t o  20 
deg. The strut attaches t o  the fuselage ahead of  the foremost 
main landing gear and the leading edge of the strut falls behind 
the leading-edge flaps a t  the outboard attachment station. 
This configuration resulted in a strut chord equal to one-half 
the wing chord. 

The shortened, constant-inboard wing chords reduced 
the wing area, and consequently increased the aspect ratio 
from 12 to  13.5. The wing thicknessichord definition was the 
same as on the cantilever wing (14% inboard, 8% outboard). 
However, the braced wing was thinner inboard, due to  the 
reduced wing chords. The braced wing was “sheared-up” 
inboard equal t o  half the reduction in wing thickness, so that 
the top of  the wing matched that of the reference configura- 
t ion at  the wingibody junction. This arrangement provided the 
greatest wingistrut spacing a t  the body, without changing the 
fuselage design. The combination of strut anachment angle 
and side-of-body wingistrut spacing resulted in a strut attach- 
ment a t  approximately 45% wing semispan. The inboard 
engine was located a t  the strut attachment station to provide a 
winglstrut separation distance of 20 in., and the outboard 
engine location was unchanged relative t o  the cantilever wing 
location. The leading-edge and trailing.edge flaps. spoilers. etc.. 
were constant length inboard of the strut attachment station. 

f-? n 



Preliminary structural analyses of the strut-braced wing 
indicated the desirability o f  a jury strut. Consequently, the 
final strut-braced wing definition included a 5%-thick jury 
strut located a t  midspan of  the main strut with chord one- 
half that of the main strut chord. The general arrangement of 
the strut-braced wing configuration i s  shown in Figure 9. 

The design selection chart for this configuration isshown 
in Figure 10. The minimum gross weight configuration would 
require a wing loading of 140 Iblft2, while the design wing 
loading for minimum fuel was less than 110 lblf t2. Neither 
configuration met the TOFL requirement. The final design 
selection for the strut~braced wing configuration had a wing 
loading of 120 Iblf t2. It is the TOFL-constrained minimum 
TOGW configuration, and achieves nearly the minimum fuel 
requirements.3 

4.0 Wing Structural Analyses 

The preceding cantilever and strut-braced wing airplanes 
were sized and optimized, using weights calculated by stat is^ 
tical weights estimation techniques. The degree of  data extra- 
polation necessary for these weight calculations was minimized 
by scaling from analytical wing weights derived in previous 
Boeing large freighter studies. The weight and performance 
comparisons of the strut-braced wing and the cantilever wing 
configurations are presented in Section 5.0. This discussion 
follows the detailed analytical structural weight analyses 
described in Section 4.0. 

STATIC 
GROUND 

c__ 426.15 in. - 
I 

Detailed structural analyses were made of the cantilever 
wing (with inboardloutboard thicknesslchord ratios of 0.141 
0.08, 0.1510.10, and 0.16/0.12) and the strut.braced wing, t o  
provide analytical wing weights and an understanding of  the 
elastic characteristics of very large-span wings. Flutter evalua- 
tions were not included. Although large deflections were 
anticipated, the wings were strength-sized, and the wing 
deflections were noted for comparative evaluations. 

- 
The basic structural material i s  350 cure T300 graphite1 

epoxy, assumed t o  he 1985 technology-available for in-service 
in the mid-I990 time period. Material requirements for the 
cantilever wings were determined by using a computerized 
wing structural synthesis program, ORACLE, that combined 
an aerodynamic loads analysis. a simplified box-beam stress 
analysis, and a weight analysis of the wing box. A flow chart 
for ORACLE is shown in Figure 11. The aeroelastic loads 
analysis i s  based on beam theory and lifting-line aerodynamics.7 

The elastic properties of the wings were described by 
bending stiffness, El, and torsional stiffness, GJ. The box- 
beam stress analysis included the effect of combined shear and 
axial stress. The structural analyses provided definition of the 
wing material requirements necessary for the analytical weight 
evaluations of the cantilever and strut-braced wing planforms. 
These theoretical evaluations of the wing primary structure, 
plus statistical evaluations of the secondary structural weight 
items, comprised the analytical weight evaluations of  the large- 
span wings. The weight analysis procedure i s  described in 
Reference 8. 

L 
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Figure 9 Strut-Braced Wing Configuration, Model 767-790 
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The locations of spars and the load reference axis used for 
all o f  the cantilever wings are shown in planview in Figure 12. 
All of the wings were sized by the 2.59 maneuver condition 
and the 1.679 taxi condition. The differences in wing thickness 
distributions of the three cantilever wings had l i t t l e  effect on 
the design loads, shown for the thinnest wing in Figure 12. 

The effects of active controls have been estimated and 
included in the wing load calculations. Gust load alleviation 
was estimated to produce a 15% reduction in the incremental 
gust load factor, and was simulated by an appropriate reduc- 
tion in dynamic gust factor. Maneuver load alleviation (MLA) 
was investigated by deflecting either an outboard aileron 
(Figure 12) with the trailing edge up, or an inboard flap with 
the trailing edge down, to  shift wing l i f t  loading inboard and 
thereby reduce the wing root bending moment. When the 
ailerons were deflected, the flexible wings tended t o  wash in 
a t  the tips, thereby shifting the wing l i f t  outboard. Hence, 
use of the ailerons actually produced an undesirable increase 
in root bending moment, When the inboard flaps were deflec- 
ted, the l i f t  loading shifted ' inboard, producing a desired 
reduction in root bending moment. Hence, an M L A  system 
using the inboard flaps provided a wing weight saving for the 
study configurations. 

Results of the wing weight evaluations, based on structural 
analyses, are shown in Figure 13 as weights relative t o  the 
statistical weight evaluations of  the reference cantilever wing 
( t ic  = 0.14/0.08). The statistical weight analyses under- 
predicted the wing weights, particularly for the thinner wings. 

I t l c  = 0.1410.08 I 

SHEAF 
lo3  Ib 
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4 0 0  - 
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I t i c  = 0.14/0.08 1 

106in.~lb 

-100 

-200 I I - r  FRACTION OF SEMISPAN 

The effects of wing thickness on wing weight as predicted by 
the analytical and the statistical methods are, however, similar. 

The strut~braced wing has been structurally analyzed by 
iterative procedure shown in Figure 14. Initially, an equivalent 
stiffness was assumed for the portion of the wing supported by 
the main strutijurv strut arrangement. The beam analysis pro- 
gram, ORACLE, was then used t o  calculate the aeroelastic 
loads and deflections of the "equivalent" cantilever wing 
representation of  the strut-braced wing. The initial aeroelastic 
loads and estimated stiffness were then imposed on a finite 
element model o f  the wing and strut geometry. The finite 
element model provided the distribution of  the loads between 
the strut and wing, and the corresponding internal loads. The 
inboard wing and strut were resired. based on the internal 
loads from the finite element program, and new stiffnesses 
were incorporated into the modeling of the wing. Iteration 
was concluded when the wing and strut loads, deflections, 
and stiffnesses sufficiently converged. 

W 

The strut-braced wing spar locations and design loads are 
shown in Figure 15. Note that, by comparison with Figure 12. 
the shear load has a reduced maximum value and reverses 
direction inboard of the strut, the maximum bending moment 
is  reduced by one-half, and the peaks in torsion a t  the side-of- 
body juncture have been removed. 

Vertical deflections of the cantilever wings and the strut- 
braced wings are shown in Figure 16 a t  taxi, cruise, and 
maneuver conditions. These results indicate an area of  con- L 
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Figure 12 Cantilever Wing Structural Analyses 
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cern in the taxi condition, where the t ip  and1 or outboard 
nacelle strike the ground. Increased wing thickness alleviates 
but does not cure this problem. Additional design modifica- 
tions and studies would be necessary t o  define the most 
desirable solution. The strut-braced wing concept eliminated 
taxi deflection concerns of all the largespan wings that were 
considered. 

The impact of the differences i n  wing weights estimated 
by statistical methods and by analytical methods on the fuel 
consumption. empty weight, and gross weight of the study 
airplane i s  discussed i n  Section 5.0. 

5.0 Weight and Performance Comparisons 

Weight of the large-span wings was a major area of  uncer- 
tainty, due to  the use of advanced composites materials, 
projected use of  load relieving devices, extrapolation of the 
weights data base, etc. Consequently, sensitivity studies were 
made t o  determine the effects of  variations of  wing weight 
on the gross weight, fuel consumption, and size characteristics 
of the cantilever wing and strut-braced wing configurations. 
Results are shown in Table 2 as sensitivities expressed as per- 
centage change in fuel, gross weight, etc. for a 10% change in 
base wing weight. A lO%variation in base wing weight changed 
fuel consumption and gross weight of the airplanes by approxi- 
mately 4%. The strut-braced wing airplane was less sensitive 
to  wing weight variations in all cases, because the wing was a 
smaller percentage of the TOGW (13.1% for the cantilever 
versus 12.5% for the strut-braced). L,' 
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Detailed structural analyses were used to develop analyti- 
cal weight estimates of the cantilever wing and the strut-braced 
wing. The cantilever wing configuration and the strut-braced 
wing configuration were then resized with these wing weights 
determined by the structural analyses. Additional structural 
analyses were made t o  determine the effect of wing thickness 
distribution on wing weight. Effects of wing thickness on the 
gross weight, fuel consumption, and operational empty weight 
(OEW) of the cantilever wing configuration are shown in 
Figure 17. Statistical weights indicate that the 0.1410.08 
thicknesslchord distribution minimizes fuel burned, OEW, 
and gross weight. Results of the analytical weights evaluation 
showed that the weight of the thinnest wing was 18% heavier 
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than indicated by the  statistical weights, while the weights of 
the thickest wings were nearly equal (Figure 13). Conse- 
quently, results obtained with the analytical weights indicated 
that minimum fuel consumption is  still obtained with the thin 
wing. However, thicker wings are required t o  minimize  opera^ 

tional empty weight and gross weight. The minimum TOGW i s  
achieved by increasing the wing thickness ratio to 0.15/0.10. 
This increase reduces the cruise speed t o  M = 0.76. A further 
increase t o  t lc  = 0.1610.12 is  required to  minimize empty 
weight, and the cruise Mach number for this thickness would 
be further reduced to  M = 0.74. 

Analytical weight evaluations of the strut-braced wing 
indicated that the wing weight was higher than had been pre- 
dicted by the statistical weights, but the relat ive weight 
increase was not as great as for the comparable thickness 
(0.1410.081 cantilever wing. Hence, the more accurate analyt i~ 
cal weights showed that the strut-braced wing airplane required 
1.6% less fuel, 1.8% less gross weight, and 3% less empty weight 
than the cantilever wing airplane with the best wing thickness 
distribution of 0.1510.10. Figure 17 also emphasizes that the 
strut-braced wing is effective in reducing wing taxi deflections 
to  an acceptable level. 

Cruise drag comparisons o f  the final-sized cantilever wing 
and strut-braced wing configurations are show in Figure 18. 
The high aspect rat ioof the strut-braced wing decreases induced 
drag, C D ~ .  The profile drag increases because of the strut drag 
and strut interference effects. The drag polars approach the 
same levels a t  high-lift coefficients, CL. The cantilever wing 
and strut-braced wing configurations have relatively high l i f t /  

drag ratios 127.8 and 26.7 respectively), because of the large 
wing span to wetted area ratios. 

v 

Bar chart comparisons of the configuration gross weights 
are shown in Figure 19. Initial comparisons based on para- 
metric statistical weights indicate that the gross weight of the 
cantilever wing airplane is  slightly less than that o f  the strut- 
braced wing airplane. Airplane evaluations using weights 
based on detailed structural analyses. however, indicate that 
the strut-braced configuration has approximately 4% less gross 
weight than the cantilever configuration. 

Economic analyses were made to determine the 20-year 
life-cycle costs (1 12 unit-equipped airplanes operating 1,080 
hours each) and surge condition 110 flying hours per airplane 
per day for 60 days) operating costs. Production costs are the 
major portion of life-cycle costs 140%). while fuel costs are a 
relatively small portion (15%). because of the low utilization 
rate. For the surge condition utilization rate, fuel costs com- 
prise over 50% of operating costs. Cost comparisons based on 
the statistical weights indicate that operating costs and life- 
cycle costs of the cantilever wing configuration are slightly less 
than for the strut-braced configuration. The analytical weight 
evaluations indicate that the gross weights of the strut-braced 
wing configuration are less than those of  the cantilever wing 
configuration and, since cost is based on weight, the operating 
and life-cycle costs of the strut-braced configuration would 
actually be the smaller. However, to fully determine the per- 
formance and economic potential of the strut-braced wing 
configuration, coordinated detailed structural and aerodv- 
namic studies are necessary. 
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Figure 18 Cruise Drag Polar Comparison 
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.J Conclusions Additional detailed structural and aerodynamic 
design, analyses, and testing are required t o  define 

The conclusions that apply to  very long-range, high- optimum geometries and design limifations of very 
large-span wings. payload military transport airplanes of relatively low utiliza- 

t ion are given below. 

J 

Based on parametric statistical weights, the best canti- 
lever wing planform for minimum TOGW and mini- 
mum fuel requirements had a high aspect ratio, low 
sweep, and low thicknesslchord ratio. 

More accurate analytical weights confirmed the para- 
metric statistical weights result that the thinnest wing 
minimizer fuel. However, the minimum TOGW was 
achieved by increasing wing thickness ratio, and mini- 
mum OEW occurred with the wing thickness ratio 
further increased. 

Structural analyses indicated that very large-span 
cantilever wings experience unacceptable deflections. 
Increasing the wing thickness reduced the taxi condi- 
tion deflections a t  the expense of  increased fuel 
requirements and reduced cruise apeed. The strut- 
braced wing design reduced taxi deflections to  
acceptable levels. 

Based on analytical (structural analyses) weights and 
projected improvements in winglstrut aerodynamic 
designs, the strut-braced wing offered the potential 
of lower TOGW. O W .  and fuel consumption. 
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